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Non- Quaternion Number-Systems Containing No 
Skew Units. 

By DR. G. P. STARKWEATHER. 

?1. 

In ?2 is first given a brief statement of a few important properties of 
number-systems in general. Next is given a proof of a statement made by 
Scheffers as to the possibility, in the special. class of number-systems here con- 
sidered, of a selection of units having certain simple multiplicative properties 

(see p. 371). 
In ?3 it is shown that the units can be so chosen as to give in general a very 

much simplified form of multiplication table, and a method is given for 
deriving systems of the type considered in n units from those in (n - 1) units 
(p. 376). 

In ?4 is given a theorem on nilfactors (p. 377). 
In ?5 application of the principles deduced is made to systems the degree of 

whose clharacteristic equation is two less than the number of units. Certain 
general theoreins are proved (p. 379), and the systems are reduced to a few 
typical forms having some peculiar properties (pp. 380, 381, 382). 

In ?6 the parameters of the systems discussed in ?5 are specialized, so far as 
possible, for the case when the number of units exceeds six, and a table of all 
the possible non-equivalent forms is given (pp. 385, 386). 

? 2. 

It has been shown by Scheffers* that complex number-systems in n units 
can be divided into two distinct classes. In any systemn of the first class, called, 

*" CComplexe Zahlensysteme," Mathematische Annalen, XXXIX, pp. 306, 810. 
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after its best-known representative, the quaternion class, there exist three quan- 
tities, el, e2, between which and the modulus, or idemfactor, no linear relation 
exists, such that 

e1e2-e2e= 2e,e3 
e2e3-e3e2 2el, (1) 

e3el -ele3= 2e2 J 

For every number-system of the second class, to which the name non-quaternion 
is given, it is possible to choose as units quantities 

1, *0 0 Is 0 u. n1 * ' * ' n s 

which have the following multiplicative properties: u, uj and u ui, j >i, are 
linear functions of u1... .uj 1. )2 = )k. 0ink = i* . i iS zero except 
for one value of i, say Xk, when it equals Uk, and similarlyUk ki is zero except 
for one value of i, say yk, when it equals Uk. If Ik * X7, the unit Utk iS said to 
be skew, otherwise even. This form is called the regular forin, and no quater- 
nion system can be put in it, nor. does any.non-quaternion system contain 
quantities satisfying the equations (1). 

If we consider now noTn-quaternion systems without skew units, if there be 
more than one of the quantities , the system can be reduced to a sum of systems 
containing each only one n.* Therefore, it is assumed that in the systems here 
considered there are (n -1) of the units it and only one q, which is the modulus. 
Any number 

x =al u, + **-*an-1 u4n-1 + ) 

(where a, a.-,, E are ordinary complex quantities) satisfies the equationt 

where v :> n. This is the characteristic equation. If v = n -, 8 may be called 
the deficiency of the system. 

It follows from this equation that every number or formed from the units 
u 0 U.-, satisfies the equation c&-s = 0. It must be possible to choose r 

such that an * 0, else the characteristic equation would be of lower degree. 

*Ibid., p. 328. tIbid., p. 316. 
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The (n - -1) quantities a, ....a an-' are all linearly independent, for 
suppose 

a n-8-1 8 a an-2 2 + . = 0 

By multiplying enough times by a we can make all the terms vanish but one, 
and hence have &' = 0 , where k < n - A, contrary to hypothesis. Hence, we can 
use a 1n-8- y an8- 2 a - . a as (n - A - 1) new Units, w1, W2 * wn-8-D where 
?a = al- -. The multiplication of the w's is very simple, following from that 
of the a's, and will be regular in Scheffers' sense. In fact, W Wk = Wi+k-n+8 or 
O,accordingasi+k- n +(>O or :4>0. 

These units, with n, make a total of (n - (). The remaining A may be 
selected from the u's in the following way: 

a= a1,1 Iul + .... al, n-1 Un-, 

From the multiplicative properties of the u's, a2 can contain no u of as high an 
index as occurs in a. similarly for a' with respect to a2, etc. Solve each 
equation 

a k=ak 1 'Ul + * - - - 

for the u of highest index occurring therein. Each of these u's is, therefore, 
expressible in a ak and u's of lower index, that is, in a w and u's of lower index. 
Since there are (n - 1) u's and only (n - ( - 1) equations, there are (S u's which 
are not so expressed. These, which will be denoted by utb , 9UZ2 .... , 

z8I 

Zl < Z2* <zS, will be taken for the remaining ( units. This is possible, for 
any ux, ubo, other than these, canl be expressed, we have seen, in terms of a w, wek, 
and u's of lower index than uj, hence ultimately in terms of w1.... Wk and 

Uzi e e e e lzawhere Uza is that one of uzs, u aZ2 a e . a uz inmmediately preceding uj. 

The multiplication of the w's we have remarked to be regular. If we write 
the units wl .... Wn-8-1 i UZI .... au4z; in such order that no w preceding uza contains a 

u of as hiqgh index as Zal and every w following uz a contains a u of higher 

index than Za X swhich is evidently possible, the multiplication of the new 
units will be entirely regular. For if we consider U2z2Wk andWk Uza , where Wk lies 
beyond UZa the product expressed in u's can contain no u of higher index than 

(Za -1), and thle product is accordingly expressible in w's and uz's preceding Uza* 

Similarly for uz awkand wk uza, where wk occurs before u2zaI and also for uza U2p. 
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This verifies a statement made without proof by Scheffers,* in considering the 
cases A_ 1 and A = 2, that the A units in addition to wi... . w. - could be 
so chosen as to rnake -the table regular, although their position relative to the 
W's is unknown. 

?3. 

It is now proposed to show that by abandoning in part the regular form, the 
multiplication table can be simplified in certain cases. The methods are an 
extension of those used by Scheffers in considering the case S = 1. 

The units w... . Wn81) UZI . .. . uz being regular in some order, in which 
the order of uzl .... uzs is, however, unchanged, uz, occurs in none of their 
products. Therefore,the system w. .. *aW,,_81,tz, . . ba Ou K is unchanged by 
the deletion of u., and is a system of (n - -1) units. Since w 1 - I = a is in this 
system, the characteristic equation is the same as before; hence this system of 
(n - 1) units is of deficiency (6 - 1). It will now be assumed that any systeni of 
deficiency ((-1) can, by replacing uz2 by 

r=uzp + a2,PW2 + a(n-81), Wn-8-1 

i3=i, 2....QvS-1) 
be put in a form having the following properties: , Wn- -k and Wn-f-k erp are 
zero if k > i, contain only w1 if k = 3, while if k < d they are linear functions 
of w1.... Wp-k+li '. * r-k. We wish to prove that the same can be done for 
systems of deficiency (S. By the notation (x, y, z....) will be meant a linear 
function of x, y, z ..... 

Now, 
UZ Wn- 1=-Uz, (u1, U . - 

. u =) (U1, ,2 * M M M 

All of these last u's are expressible in w's and uzi, UZ2 ---- UZ- (see p, 371), 
hence, in w's and rlv 2 . .e 1. So 

uZ Wn-8- c1 w1+ + - n - 1 W * *+ akr_ + (2) 
or 

6z^f- 
Calan--1 + * .............CqB,_8_jY a+ dilr+ * d._ . -. (3) 

Similarly, 

=n-8-1 Ct+ * . C c8-1 Wn-8-1+ d+r, + d . . . M- (2') 
cr q4 = ~ + - Cn -8-1r dl1 + .... d'1e_1. (3') 

* Ibid, pp. 333, 340, 341. 
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Case L n 2M+1. 

Let r, = u, + a2w2 + * n*. . --1 Wn-8-1 where % . -. -1 are arbitrary. 

Then, 

'ra Wn-8-1 = U zWn-8-1 + 2W1 4. * a = (c1 + ?) w1 

+ *. . . (cn-8-2 + dn-8-1) Wn-8-2+ Cn-e-r Wn-8-1+d1t1+ * (4) 

Multiply this by (k1, obtaining 

t8aWn-.-k elw1 + . . C n8-1iWn-a-k + (djcirkl + . d. * d-a l a-1)k 

Now by the law assumed for the multiplication of rl .... r,_1 with the w's, no 
higher w can occur from the parenthesis than W_k+l aind no higher c than 
tSk. And since n > 28 + 1, n - k > k + 1, and accordinglyrW Wn_S k 

has as its highestw WIfad>sts highest , k . fk> the terms all 
vanish. A similar proof applies to W.-Skckr. Hence the multiplication of r, 
with the w's is according to the law assumed for et, .... et,_j- 

From (2') 

Wn-8-1 et = (cl + 2) W1 + *.. (Cn-82 + Xn-8-1) Wn-S-2 

+ Cn8-1Wn-8-1 + dl't1 + .. . d1 a1 . (4') 

Hence, the X's can be so chosen as to make the coefficient of wi occurring in 
'S wn,_1 the negative of that occurring in w7_a_ va, except for i = n - 1. 

Case I. n> 2M+1. 

Multiply (3) by c. Since n - > 3 + 1, or+' *: 0. We have then 

u a Ca? ca+iai- 1 + * C . . c O+4 + (d1r, + *0 * * d1-) or'. (5) 

But by the assumed law of nmultiplication the last term is zero. Multiplying 
by -i-a 

U?, (Ta+ =Ca O i 4 +*. .3-1+ Ora? . 

So from (5), 
U2za go a- + * *n-821 a + I + C__1 a?+ 1. (6) 

But 

s2 =(bl . ' * -1) - *=Wz 0 0 0 Uz 1) 

= (0 or_ 2_ . 
0 ait 

8 
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Multiplying by a+1, since tl.. . . 'r,-1 all make zero into a+ 1, we find that 
62d a'+' does not contain +1', henlce, comparing with (6), C,__1 = 0. 

Therefore, equation (3) becomes 

CZ or . n-,-,+ *,0 * 0 en__2 a2 + d,er, + 0..................... C{_ 0 1 (7...) 

Similarly, 
au Can-8-1 + . 

en' 
C 

_8_2 C2 + d'1 t1 + * * o * dl 17 

If n = 28 + 2 the method of Case I can now be followed. If n > 2 + 2, 
n - > + 2, and '+2 * 0. Multiplying (7) by a' left-handed. and (7') by 
a"1 left-handed and a right-handed, and equating. 

e-8-1+. .C 8+2= Ce1 + an-8-1 ..2. C+d8-2 + -1a8' 1a. 

But - can contain only w1 or an-8-1. Hence the last term vanishes. 
Since the o's are linearly independent, we mnust, therefore, have 

8C4 1 = C8+] *) Cn-8-2 = en-8-2* 

Accordingly, if we substitute 

= U28+X1i a' + *..*** 28 *n-28-1_C8+, 
n-28-2 .... -C 

where the X's are arbitrary, there results 

vs Wn-s-1= (C1 ? l 1) w1 + (C + Xs) ws + d8'v1 + d.r s * 1v-1, (8) 

and likewise 

wn-8-1 e8 = (c1 + X1) w1 + *.. (Cl + 8) ws + di 1+ *... d1 '81 (8') 

Multiplying (8) by oy' Wn-=-k+l 

'r Wf-S-k = (Ck + Xk) Wl + . 1 (c + Wk) 8l 

+ (Cd1'1 + *. * *.* -8_.) Wn-8-k+ 1 - 

But, by the multiplicative properties of rl ... . _, the highest w occurring 
from the parenthesis is W8_k+1, and the highest z is ,-k- Hence, r Sw Z_8-k and, 
similarly, Wn--k'l, conform to the given law. 

Evidently in (8) and (8') we can so choose X X.... that the coefficients 
of wi occurring in (8) are the negative of those in (8'). We saw that this could 
be done for Case I, n j* 2S + 1, except for w, .,-,, should it occur. In the 
present case it cannot occur, for since n > 23 + 1, S < n - - 1. 
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It has, therefore, been proved that if a system of deficiency (6 -1) can be put 
in a form having certain multiplicative properties, one of deficiency S can. But, 
by going through this demoonstration with S _1, it will be seen that a system of 
deficiency 1 can so be put, as, indeed, has been shown by Scheffers. Hence, 
the theorem is true for = 2, 3 .... 

Consider ',r;a t where 3 > a. 

ar, q;,3 =(u za + *2.2 an_8-1Wn-8-1) ,B 

U zac + X 

where x can contain only 
W1. .0W1W, et1....e1g- 

uZa 'Tr = 1z (u26 + b, w2 + .. . bn-8-1 Wn -8 -1) 

= (Ul I U2 U - 1) (u1 * . u.a.-1) 

-(Wj ....0 Wn 8-1) U tZI * lZa- 

Hence, 

r., -elWl +1w .. e Wa +ea1 W.?+ 1 . en-8-1Wn-8-1 + b,'rl+ *. * ra-1? 

or 

1an-8-1 + ... .e an + ea +1na-1 

4* .. . en-a-1i + b, tl + * * ba-1 cra-l- (9) 

If nn-A > a + 1, n - - 1 a, and en (m > a) does not occur in (9). If 
n - > a + 1, raa+ * 0, and multiplying (9) by aa, since- 

r1J or a 
t -, f =a ff f a-1@ (la = o 

we find 
I erg ra = e?1 an-8-1 + * 

,,_,J a+i (10) 

If < a,, ,a a = 0, and the preceding equation necessitates 

ea+1 = ea+ 2 - ****en-8-1 = 0 

Similarly for r; ,rao If, however, a3 = a, (10) becomes 

I;2(7 a= ev+ -1 + + e,51a?* (11) 

But rapaa =pW1 p=arn 

So T2(T 
a = prT ,n-8-1 

49 
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And=si0.cen >a+,n 1 > aSo a n-1- - 0 Therefore, a"= 0, 
and comparing with (11), 

ea+l ea+2e ..' e 1= 0 

as before. 

Therefore, the following facts have been proved: Every irreducible non- 
quaternion system without skew units can have selected as its 'Units quantities 
w1.... Wn-S-1 *' ..... , which have the multiplicative properties given below: 

WiWk= Wi?k-n+8 or O according as q, + k-n + s> 0 or i + k-n + 8 > 0. 

Ia Wn and wn- -kra are zero if k>aa, contain only w, if k a, while if k <a 
they are linear in w. .... wakD1,.... _;a-k. The coefficient of the term in w, 
occurring in ar w l1i the negative of that in w_1; except for i = n -1. 
l;a rg and T (l > a) are linear functions of w, * Wa * * *e * era-1- 

It will be seen, therefore, that the multiplication of the r's with each other 
is not regular, but the remaining multiplicative properties are much simplified 
from Scheffers' general regular form. If S should be large compared with 
(n - - 1) the w-t form will not be so simple as the w-uZ form, which is 
regular, but if 8 is small compared with (n - - - 1) it will be much simpler. 
By application of the associative law it is easily seen that for s 2 the w-,r 
form is regular if we place the unit rl before wn-8-1 

If the row and column r, be deleted we have a table in 

Wl * 0 n @ --B- 1 @ er, .... ers8-l } or (n- 1) units, of deficiency (- 1), which 
nowhere contains ,. Henlce, if we take every independent 8ystemn of the type 
con8,idered in (n - 1) units of deficiency (3 - 1) in the w-e form, and border it 
with a row and column r, having the multiplicative properties given above, we 87hall 
obtain every possible system in n units of deficiency A. 

This bordering will introduce certain parameters, which can be reduced in 
number by application of the associative law and also by the fact that - = 0. 

Further reductions may be made by introducing new units of such a type as not 
to change the multiplicative properties. Allowable substitutions are 

T/ aa Ira+ ibaera-1 + -@pa 'rl 

T' =aa + ba2 + ..pan-8-1. 

Other substitutions may be available in special cases. If n > 3A, applications 
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of the associative law can be made irrespective of n. If, however, n > 3A, 
each value of n has to be considered separately. 

It will be noticed that with a given original set of units and with or once 
chosen the r's were determined uniquely. The new -r's indicated by thie first of 
the preceding equations are those which could arise from the same choice of a, 
but with the given system in a different form, linearly connected with the old 
form. 

It may be asked, conversely, are all systeins in the w-,r form non- 
quaternion systems of the type considered ? If they are non-quaternion, they are 
of that type, from the form of the characteristic equation. It is easy to show 
from the multiplicative properties of the w--t form that it is impossible to find 
three quantities, el, e2, e3, satisfying equations (1). Hence, no quaternion system 
can be put in that form. 

?4. 

A quantity v such that 
v= xv = 0 

for all values of x may be called a nilfactor. Such cannot exists in a 
system containing a modulus. The following theorem will be needed in ?6, by 
incomplete systems being meant systems without a modulus: If two incomplete 
systems are equivalent, and the same nilfactor is a unit in each, then if this 
nilfactor Its deleted from each system the deleted systems are equivalent. 

Let the systems be 

U%l U'2 * U *Mn-l V X 

Ul U2 ...U-. 1 V 

where 

U/=aiIul++bv i= I, 2.... n- (1) 
v - nv,n1+bv 

ui =a; lqul + .. . ..al t nlu- + blf) it 1, 2 .......... n-1 . 2 
v v 

Then the systems obtained by deleting v and v' are equivalent. For, consider the 
system 

v/ ai,1vj+ . 
ai,n-1 Vn-1. i 1 2.... n-1 (3) 
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the system v, .... v1n_ having the multiplication table of ul .. .. u"_1 with v 
deleted. Now, equations (2) can be obtained from equations (1) by substituting 
v1 for v in the first (n - 1) equations of (1) and then eliminatinig for the quanti- 
ties u1l .... u,1-,. Evidently the coefficient of ujl occurring in ui of (2) will be 
unaffected by the values of b1 o. b,_1 in (1), hence will be the same if 
b, .... bn_1 are zero. Therefore, we obtain from (3) 

vi-= a' 1 vl + . al; nlV 1, 2 .... n-. (4) 

v being a nilfactor, 

q6* uI (ai, 1 ul +.. i, n-1 Ugn-1)(aj, I Uxl + *XX ai, n-1 U4nA- 

Now the multiplicative properties of the u's after deletion are the same as before, 
except that v is dropped out. Hence, v'vJ expressed in v's is identical with uzu 
expressed in u's (with Vk, ubk)5, except for the terms in v. Therefore, from (2) 
and (4), v/ vs expressed in v"s is identical with u' expressed in u"s (if we set 
V/= uk), except for terms in v'. Hence, the multiplication table of the v"s is 
identical with that of the W"s with v' deleted, or the deleted u' table can be 
obtained from the deleted u table by 

Mbl = asi, bl + aM o aisnlb-n b 1, 2 ..n -1 

which proves the theorem. 
This proof evidently holds if, instead of having vt =v, we have v' = cv. 

The theorem is also true if v' = Gv + x, (c * 0), provided one of v and v', say v, 
occurs nowhere in the products uiu j. For if we substitute for v a new unit 
vt= cv + x, then v' = v", and v' and v" can be deleted. But since v does not 
occur in uiuj, no change is made in the table, and hence the deletion of v"' has 
the same effect as that of v. 

?5. 

An application of the principles obtained will now be made to the case 
= 2. n > 2, else the characteristic equation is of degree lower than unity, 

which is impossible. If n = 3, the characteristic equation becomes x - t = 0 
or x = z_, or there is only one unit in the systein, 5, not three. The cases 
n = 4, n = 5 have been already considered by Scheffers by different methods. 
These will, therefore, not be considered here except for comparison with certain 
results true for n > 5. 
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n being greater than five, the general mnultiplicative properties of the w - 
form give uis the following table, v being omitted as unnecessary: 

W1 W2 ..Wn-5 Wn-4 Wn-3 'l '2 

Wi 0 0...0 0 0 0 0 

W2 0 0? ..0 0 w1 0 0 

Wn-5 0 O * Wn-8 Wn-7 Wn-6 0 0 

Wn_4 0 0. . . *. Wn-7 Wn-6 Wn-5 0 1w1 

Wn-3 0 w? ?1 * * * W-6 Wn_5 Wn-4 aw1 cr1 + ew, + kw2 

t1 0 0. O.0 0 -awl bwl rrl+fw1 +pw2 

T2 0 ?. 0.' mnw, ew1 + gwl jrl + hwl +iW2 

-kw2 +qW2 

By comparison of (ar2) a with a (G2a), it follows that k - a (c + d), whence 
2 

I= 2(3c+d), m=-S-(3d+ c). 

By comparing r t1 with r2 (r2 l) and r lt with (r 222) ,r there results r = s = 0. 
It is therefore evident that the table will be regular in Scheffers' sense by placing 
t1 before w,_3; also w, is a nilfactor. These facts are true for n = 5, and, if a is 
chosen suitably, for n = 4. 

Further application of the associative law must be made separately for 
n 6 and n > 6. An additional property common to both cases is found to be 
p = q = O. This gives rise to the important fact that -w, is unique; that is, if 
two systems 

Wl Wn-3 2 el and w2....w _3, t1 '2 

are equivalent, then wj equals w, except for a constant factor. For 

a' = A1a + A__3an3 + Blrl + B2V2 + Cr. 
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C must be zero, else in-I2 * 0. Therefore, a"2 can contain only a'.. . a", Cry. For 
the products of the a's can contain only 2, .... 5n-3, while the products of the 
'r's with each other and with the 's can onily contain w1, w2, ,1, or a3, & ;, C1; 

since n > 5, n-4 > 1. Also n-3 > 2, hence neither o' nor a2 can be w'. 
Similarly, d/3 can contain only a,.. ..n-3, for rla = a =l 0, k> 1, 

r2ak akr2 = 0, k > 2, while rC2& (2C2,Cr2r1 and d1 r2 contain only w1, or (7n-3 

and n-3 >2. q14 is accordingly linear in o4 . . an 
- 

5 is linear in 

a5 .... an and so on up to '1n-3, which will contain only Crn-3. That is, w' is 
the same as wl, except for a constant factor. This theorem is not true for n < 6. 

The system is now in the following form, only those products being given 
which are not definitely known. 

wn-4 Wn-3 r1 Cr2 

Wn,4 0 a (3c+d)wl 2 

u 3 awl cr + i(e + d) w2 + ew| 

Cr1 0 -awl bwl fwl 

dtri - 

Cr2 |- (3d + c)w, a(+d)w | gw, jr+ iw2 +hwl 

, _ _ - - . 

The remnaining facts yielded by the associative law and the characteristic equa- 
tion are mostly conditional, and subdivide the tables into classes. If n > 6 we 
have the following forms, reciprocal systems being considered equivalent-: 

I. Ifb*o. Thenc=d=i=j=0. 
II. Ifb=O,f2#g2. Thenc= d= i=j=0. 

III. Ifb=O,f=g=a=O. Theni=0. 
IV. Ifb=O,f=g=O,a*0. Then i=j 0. 
V. Ifb=O,f=g*O,a=O. Thenc=d,i=cf. 

VI. Ifb=O,f=g*O,a0O. Thenc=d,j O,icf. 
VII. If b=O,f=-g*O. Then d=-c, i=cf,j= 0. 
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By the transformation r = r2 + awl, h can be made zero in I, II, V and VI, 
atnd e can be made zero in IV. With these simplifications the preceding forms 
will be called typical forms. 

The case n = 6 presents some especial difficulties, and its details will not be 
considered in this paper. For the writer's present purposes it will suffice to 
state that if w2 does not enter into 4' - or ot2, the system can be put into one 
of the following typical forms: 

I. b*O; j=G'-d-h- 0. 
II. b=O, a*O,c=0; d>- e j= 0. 

III. b=o,a*#O,c:O; d =-c,jf= g=e= 0. 

IV. b_0, a= O, c*O=O f g=0O. 
V. b=O, a= O, c d= O,f*g;j=zO. 

VI. b= O,a= 0,c=d= O,f=g. 

The cases n = 5 and n 4 are very simple, and the following may be put 
as typical forms: 

W, W2 1 'r,2 

n=5. wl 0 0 0 0 

w2 0 wl awl Crl + ewl 

T1 0 -awl bwl fwu 

2 0 -euewl gu' Jrl + ku 

I. b*O; c=d=j=h=O. 
II. b=O,a*:O; c=d=e 0j=O. 

III. b=a=O, f *O; c=d=j= O. 
IV. b=a f 0; g-0. 

For n = 4, in the preceding table w2 does not exist, and b j h= 0, 

g= -f. 
A quantity a such that a_x xa for all values of x is called an alternate. 

Such cannot exist in a system with a modulus. A nilfactor is thus 
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also an alternate. By actual trial in each of the given typical forms the follow- 
ing theorems can be demonstrated: 

I. A system in a typical form possesses no nilfactors except linear functions of 
w1 and such v's as are themselves nilfactors. 

II. A system in a typicalform possesses no alternates except linear functions of 
w1 and such r's as are themselves alternates. 

?6. 

We will next proceed to reduce the parameters so far as possible for n > 6. 
By means of the transformation x1 =- r + at2, or by an interchange of the t's, 
or both, Case I can be reduced to Case II if f2 * g?, to Cases V or VI (according 
as e 0 or e * 0) if f = g*0, to Case VII if f 0 O, and to Cases 
III or IV (according as e= O or e* 0) iff g = O. 

Transformations r' = xt2, r1' yt1, a' = za enable us to reduce a great 
many parameters to uniity or zero, dividing each typical formii into a large 
number of subeases. Certain transformations shiow some of these subeases to be 
equivalent to others of the same group. Thus in III are emnployed 

a'= o +at2 and t;=cti + awi, 
and in VII, 

ItV t2 + at, a = a + oa2, and a'=a + t1.- 

Furthermore, an interchanlge of the t's shows an equivalence between certain 
cases of different groups. 

There is thus found a total of 40 systems. To test directly to see what of 
these are linearly independent might require 780 applications of the general 
linear transformation. As a matter of fact it would require at least 364. The 
process is greatly reduced by the following considerations: 

Suppose two systemsw,. . . w3 , rt, , and wI . . . 2 t, cv, 'are equiv- 
alent. Evidently W - '. Consider any unit u' of the second system different 
from '. 

u_ alwl + . . an-3 Wn -3+ b1t1 + b,,2 + cv. 

But c must be zero, else u'-2 * 0. Hence, the incomplete systems 
Wil * W, n-3 , et1, ct and wl . .. . IV/ IV/ are equivalent. We therefore need 
test only the incomplete systems. 
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First, the systems can be divided according as they are commutative or 
non-commutative. Secondly, since the number of linearly independent 
nilfactors is evidently a characteristic of the incomplete systenm, by the 
theorem on p. 382 these two groups can be divided according as none, 
one, or two of the i's are nilfactors, the last case of which can occur, of 
course, only in the commutative class. Thirdly, since the number of linearly 
independent alternates is evidently a characteristic of the incomplete system, 
the subgroups of the non-commutative class can be subdivided according as 
none, one, or two of the r's are alternates. These considerations separate the 
systems into eight distinct classes. 

Next, supposing two systems to be equivalent, delete wl. w1 being 
unique and a nilfactor, the deleted systems must be equivalent by the 
theorem on page 377. The deleted systems will be in the typical w-,t forms 
with w2 taking the place of wl, and will be of deficiency 2 with one less unit. 
We can, therefore, subdivide each class according to the commutative, nilfactive, 
or alternate properties of the t's with w1 deleted. 

Now, if two systems, with w1 deleted, are equivalent, w2 is unique, for it 
takes the place of w1, and, since n > 6, the deleted systemn has at least six units 
(counting v). This does not imply that w2 was originally equal to wI, for 
they may have differed by the deleted wl. Therefore, w2 beinig a nilfactor, 
if we delete it, the deleted systems must be equivalent. The deleted 
systems will be in the typical w-ct forms with wv3 taking the place of wl, and 
will still be of deficiency 2. We can, therefore, make subdivisions according to 
the commutative, nilfactive, or alternate properties of the r's with w, and w2 
deleted. In some of the classes w2 does not enter into any products, and in fact 
the application of this principle gives only three separations. 

We cani proceed thus to delete w's until we have only the four units w"-4, 

Wn-3 'r17 r2 although the deletions after w2 change no inultiplicative property 
of the r's. wn-4 is not necessarily unique in the deleted systems (see theorem, 
p. 379), so it cannot be deleted. Now, if originally two systems were equivalent, 
they will be equivalent thus deleted. We can, consequently, apply the general 
linear transformation in four units to test the equivalence of the systems. The 
results, in common with those given in the last few paragraphs, are only nega- 
tive; that is, equivalence in the deleted systems does not imply equivalence in 
the original systems, although non-equivalence necessitates non-equivalence 
originally. 

50 
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Application of the general linear transformation in w,_4, Wn-, rl 1 2 shows 
that a system in which j = 0 is distinct from one in which j * 0, and a system 
in whichj= c = 0 orj = d = 0 is distinct from one in which d, c * 0. These 
lead to further classifications and divide the systems into twenty-seven distinct 
groups, necessitating at most fifty applications of the general linear transforma- 
tion to test equivalence. 

The general linear transformation is 

W_3c-a1 aar + a2a2 + a..n..a-3an-3 + bllt + b2t2, 

,r = Ala + A2Aa2 + An._3an-3+ B1jt1 + B2r2, 

2= al a 2 + * * . a+ 3n-3 + fl1t1 + 132ct2 

a,:* 0, else an 3 0. WI_4 ....WI follow as powers of a'. From the general 
multiplicative properties of the system w-4 can contain only or2. orn-3, rl, and 
W/ (4?k) only a2+k .... an3, and in each case the first term must occur, its coeffi- 
cient being a'k* In fact 

w=al3w1 w= = al 4 W2 + bw1 W3 = a, W3 + cw2 + dw, + etl 

where e= 0 unless n= 7, and b, c, cd and e are independent of a4 .... an-3. 

The products of't1, rt with aln . . a Is show successively that A1, A2 ... An-6. 

a,, a2. . -6 are all zero, and these conditions suffice to make the whole w'-tt 
table of proper form except the products of t' and rt2 with themselves, each 
other, and with a' and a2. Changing the notation, we have accordingly 

orI= ala + a2,r2 + . ... (n-3n-3 + b1ct1 + b2't2, 

l= A1lwl + A2W2 + A3W3 + B1cte + B2ct2, 

2 =alWi + a2W2 + a3XW3 + 31't1 + I,2r,2 

Now, the products of cr and r't with a', C/a ... aYn 
- expressed in w's and t's, 

are not affected by the values of a4 .... an-3. It follows from the two pre- 
ceding sets of equations that the values of wl, w2, W3, rl and ct2 expressed in 
w I wI, W, crl ct2 are independent of a4 .... an_3. Therefore the multiplication 
table for wi... . w'3,,r, t1, is unaffected by making a4 = a5 .... a_3 =0. 

Thus the transformations are simplified. 
By these transformations the writer has tested the various forms for equiva- 

lence and non-equivalence, and has obtained the following table which comprises 
all the possible non-equivalenit forms, provided any system is always regarded as 
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the equivalent of its reciprocal, the letters having the signification given in the 
form on p. 380: 

a b c d e f g h | j 

O 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 

o 0 1 1 0 1 10 1 0 

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O 0 0 0 0 1 g 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

O 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 

o 0 0 0 10 0 1 

o 0 10 1 0 

1 0 1 1 e 1 O 1 0 0 

1 0 1 -1 0 1 - O1 0 

O 0 1 - 0 1 - 1 0 0 

1 0 c 2 - 0 0 0 h 0 0 

1 O 0 1 -1 0 1 -1 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 0 0 0 h 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

o 0 1 d 0 0 0 1 0 0 

o 0 1 dc 0 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 

o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

o 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

o 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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To these must be added, if we do not regard reciprocals as necessarily 
equivalent: 

a b c d e f |g i j 

O O 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 

o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

In one of the systems e enters as a parameter. It is a little remarkable that 
it can be made zero except for the particular case n = 8, the necessary trans- 
formations containing a fractioll with (n -8) in the denominator. Similarly, in 
the two systems in which h enters as a paramneter, it can be reduced to unity if 
it is not zero, except for the particular case n = 7. 

YALE UNIVERSITY, June 1, 1899. 
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